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The Theosophical Society in England and Wales.
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N.B.-All F.T.S. and friends cordially invited .
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RAYMOND, OR LIFE ANDAND DEATH . WHY THE WORLD EXPECTS THE
COMING OF A GREAT TEACHER
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** SPECTATOR."
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C. MAURICE DOBSON, 146, Kensington High Street, London, W. In the Light of Scripture, Human Experience and Modern Research .

By REV. CHARLES L. TWEEDALE, F.R.A.S., & c.

(Vicar of Weston , Otley).
THE SPIRITUALIST EDUCATION COUNCIL.

With an Introduction by the Rer , Arthur Chambers.
LECTURES

At New Oxford Galleries, 77 , New Oxford St., London, W. All should read this remarkable book . It is one of the most attractive

WEDNESDAYS, FEBRUARY 7TH AND 21st,
and able presentations of the case that has ever appeared.

MR. ERNEST HUNT.
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better book .'- LIGHT,

MR . PERCY R. STREET.
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Quecn's University of Belfast, &c.
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Cloth , Illustrated, 246 pages, 4s. 11d . post free.
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fluences . by Hanson G.Hey. 22 pages, 2 d . post free.—Light Office,
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Spiritualism , the Basic
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" Psychic Philosophy."
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NOTES BY THE WAY.

We have from time to time drawn attention to novels

in which our subject is dealt with . In The Glimpse

(Hodder and Storghton) Mr. Arnold Bennett describes

with much vividness the experiences of a man temporarily

detached from his earthly body, which remains in a state

of coma. In this condition he looks on the world with a

new vision ; he witnesses the consternation and disturbance

caused by his death ," and the grief and remorse of his

wife, with whom there had been a bitter quarrel, but while

yearning to comfort her and assure her of his well-being,

he can make no impression on her consciousness. His

adventures in this new world and the self - rovelation and

spiritual insight arising from his (temporary) transition

are told with all Mr. Bennett's mastery of language, and

leave no doubt that the author has made a study of at

least one branch of psychic science .

Crawford did not take up his self-imposed task as a religious

exercise. It fell to him as one expert in certain branches

of physics to test by painstaking experiment the reality of

those physical manifestations which underlie the whole

question of a scientific demonstration of human survival,

and which for a large class of minds are infinitely more

convincing than many thousands of mental phenomena,

often too subtle for complete analysis except by specially

gifted investigators. In the course of his experiments, as

those who read his book will learn, Dr. Crawford found

enough and more than enough to convince him that the

operators," who produced the manifestations were " spirits,"

that is to say , intelligent human beings on another plane of

life, willing and anxions to prove to him their existence , and

to advance by every means in their power an object which

is of world -wide importance if not at present a matter of

world -wide interest. But the interest is growing and the

demand for evidences of every kind will inevitably create

the supply. That proofs of the highest standard are now

required is an encouraging symptom of the earnest

nature of the inquiry .

* # 音

We take the following from the remarkable book , “ The

Reality of Psychic Phenomena," just issued by Dr. W. J.

Crawford, of Belfast :

Psychical research is like no other kind of research. Before

we can expect anything worth having in the way of results we

must have the following set of conditions asnearly perfect as

possible : ( a ) A very powerful medium ; (6) A circle of sitters

supporting the medium ; (c) The medium and sitters to be

imbned with the seriousness and wonder of the phenomena

presented — to be linked together, asʻit were, by the one object

ofgettingthe most out of the phenomena for thecommon good ;

(d) A band of operators who have the same objects in view as

those mentioned in ( c). Mischievous operators or others who

will not or cannot co -operate with the experimenter are useless ;

(e) The phenomena must not be produced spontaneously but

manst be under command ,

I need hardly say that if money be the chief and only object

of the medium's ambition , practically no experimental work

can be done. It is a matter of experience — my experience

anyway — that the medium and sitters must not develop any

form ofmaterial greed, or the phenomena become undependable
and unreliable ,

We are accustomed to speak of the eye as the window

of the soul; but according to Dr. H. W. Anderschou it is

also the mirror of the body. In an interesting little work

entitled “ Iris Science, ” he calls attention to a remarkable

method of diagnosis discovered by the late Dr. Ignaz

Peczely, of Budapest. After paying a warm tribute to the

work of the Hungarian doctor, he describes the discovery

in detail . Every organic disturbance in the body is, it is

claimed , accompanied by certain specific colour changes in

the iris : even external injuries are recorded by significant

marks in that portion corresponding to the part of the

body afflicted. The effects of unsuitable food, vaccine,

serums and drugs are also indicated by characteristic

changes in the iris. We are reminded of analogies in

Nature which, if incomplete, are nevertheless striking and

suggestive. The chameleon changes its colour according to

its surroundings, and certain fish , like the carp , roach and,

stickleback, tend to acquire a colour similar to that of the

vessel containing them . Then there are the Arctic animals

whose fur in winter becomes white in harmony with their

snowy surroundings. Unfortunately this attractive method

of diagnosis has not, for several reasons , been popular with

the medical profession , chiefly, perhaps, because there is no

adequate anatomical explanation forthcoming of the re

lationship of the iris to the body as a whole. It is in

private practice that its utility has, hitherto, been demon

strated . Reference is made to the Seeress of Prevorst "

and her wonderful power of diagnosing diseases by simply

looking into the eyes of patients. This," says Dr.

Anderschou, “ is exactly what I, and anyone else versed in

Iris Science, can do nowadays. " The book (which is pub

lished at 7s. and 5s. 9d . net, and can be had of the author

at 14 , Stanley -gardens, Belsize Park, N.) is illustrated

with several plates and diagrams, and dedicated to the

memory of Dr. Ignaz Peczely.

* * *

Now that the objective phases of Spiritualism are being

scientifically investigated by those to whose minds the cries

of popular prejudice and religious bigotry appeal in vain ,

Dr. Crawford's conclusions as stated above are well worth

repeating here. They outline in concise form some of the

conditions essential to satisfactory experiment. Dr.

Crawford was fortunate in finding a circle in which these

conditions were all present, but we make no doubt that

others may be as fortunate in view of the vast amount of

mediumistic power and experimental skill still to be laid

under tribute. It is perhaps needless to remark that Dr.

>
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LONDON SPIRITUALIST ALLIANCE. PSYCHIC SCIENCE THE PREAMBLE OF

ALL RELIGIONS.

SIR OLIVER LODGE AT CAXTON HALL.

A meeting of the Members and Associates of the Alliance

will be held in the SALON OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF BRITISH

ARTISTS, Suffolk -street, Pall Mall East, S.W. (near the

National Gallery ), on

THURSDAY EVENING , FEBRUARY 22nd , 1917 ,*

When AN ADDRESS will be given by

MR . J. H. VAN STONE ,

ENTITLED

66

6 ATLANTIS : THE MOTHER OF NATIONS."

The doors will be opened at 7. o'clock , and the meeting will

commence punctually at 7.30.

Admission by ticket only. Two course tickets are sent at

the beginning of the season to each Member, and one to each

Associate . Other friends desiring to attend any of the lec

tures can obtain tickets by applying to Mr. F. W. South, 110,

St. Martin's - lane, W.C. , accompanying the application by a

remittance of ls . for each ticket .

>

The programme of the remaining Thursday evening

addresses in the Salon is as follows:

March 22nd.— " Is Spiritualism of the Devil ?” by the Rev. F.
Fielding -Ould, M.A. (Vicar of Christ Church,

Albany-street, N.W .. ).

April 26.- “ Art and the Other World ” (with lantern illustra

tions), by the Rev.J. Tyssul Davis , B.A.

one.
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MEETINGS AT 110 , ST. MARTIN'S LANE, W.C.

FOR THE STUDY OF PSYCHICAỊ PHENOMENA.

CLAIRVOYANT DESCRIPTIONS . — Tuesday next, February 6th,

Mr. A. V. Peters, at 3 p.m. No one will be admitted after that

hour.

Psychic CLASS. - Thursday next, February 8th , at 5 p.m.,

lecture by Mr. W. J. Vanstone, Ph.D. , on Jacob Boëhme,”

the second of a series on The Great Seers."

INFORMAL GATHERINGS.-Members and Associates are

invited to attend the rooms at 110, St. Martin's- lane, on

Friday nert, February 9th , from 3 to 4, and to introduce

friends interested in Spiritualism , for informal conversation,

the exchange of experiences, and mutual helpfulness.

TALKS WITH A SPIRIT CONTROL.- Friday next, February

9th , at 4.p.m., brief address by “ Morambo," the guide of Mrs.

M. H. Wallis, on Ghosts and Hauntings,” followed by

answers to questions from the audience (written or otherwise)

pertinent to the subject or arising out of the statements made.

>

A unique gathering was held on Tuesday, the 23rd ult., in

Caxton Hall, under the auspices of the Anglican “ Religious

Thought Society," and under the chairmanship of Dean Inge.

The audience, numbering about three hundred, was remark

able for the large proportion of clergymen , and of ladies who

bore all the external marks of 'experienced Church workers.

The speaker was Sir Oliver Lodge, and his subject the one in

which readers of Light are pre-eminently interested, viz., the

possibility of communication with the departed .

The speaker's words were followed with keen attention , and

it was evident that many of the audience were not new to the

subject, but probably, chiefly through the work of the S.P.R.

and lately through “ Raymond ” and other books, had made

themselves acquainted with the position taken up by psychic

students .

After dealing with the facts of telepathy between the living

along the lines which have so often been laid down, Sir Oliver

carried the analogy to the intercourse between discarnate and

incarnate beings. He instanced the condition of many men

returned from the front to -day. Some had lost the power of

speech, but thought remained , and they could often write.

Even when they could neither write nor speak , thought was

still there. A violin might be destroyed but the music remained,

and only sought an outlet by some other means. The brain

was really a clumsy way of communicating thought, simply

an intermediary.

The speaker urged the importance of ceasing to regard the

Universe as a truncated affair . There were not two worlds but

He pointed out the largeness of view such a conception

opened up to man . Spirit communication meant that affection

became the most important thing to cultivate during earth

life, and that the making of character was the supreme work

of man-that progress was implied, and that therefore, as man

had to face the results of all his actions, he should take heed

in time to his life . A great sense of responsibility devolved

on man through this knowledge. Remorse was one of the

worst heritages of the after-life. There was no need to trouble

about old age if a future life was demonstrated. It was worth

while even to make the most of old age in starting new pur

suits , for all training of faculty would be useful in the future .

Quoting Tennyson's " Ulysses "

That grey spirit yearning in desire

To follow knowledge like a sinking star

Beyond the utmost bounds of human thought,

the speaker felt that this was the vista opened up to man by

the knowledge of the facts of spirit return . The consistency

of the facts with some of the main tenets of Christianity was

also dwelt upon .

A conference followed , in which many interesting questions

were put to Sir Oliver and answered categorically in a manner

which would have pleased all Spiritualists. Dean Inge briefly

closed the meeting with the remark that he was glad to see that

Sir Oliver had arrived at a conviction of immortality through

the means of Spiritualism ; happily there were many roads to

the same goal, and he (the Dean) had reached the same conclu
sion in a different way.

The writer was not present to hear the Dean's opening

remarks from the chair, but comparatively recently he was

quoted freely in the leading newspapers as saying :

As for the Spiritualistic superstitions which were rifeamongst

us, he was almost ashamed to mention them. - Old wives'

fables” about ghostly apparitions had been popular always

everywhere, but that was not the kind of immortality that

Christianity taught or that sensible men would desire. Even

when superstition masqueraded in a scientific dress, the less
we had to do with it the better.

We feel that surely since then a process of enlightenment

has begun in his mind , and we hope for a like toleration to our

noble science in the near future from other Church dignitaries.

B.

_

IMPORTANT NOTICE. - Admission to the Tuesday

Séance is strictly confined to Members and their personalfriends,

for whom Members have the privilege of purchasing tickets at

one shilling each, if application be made before the date of

meeting. Each ticket must bear the name and address of the

person using it, and be signed by the Member through whom it
is obtained . To all other meetings visitors can be admitted on

payment of one shilling.

A GENERATION AGO.

(FROM " LIGHT " OF FEBRUARY 5TH , 1887.)
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Walford's Antiquarian " (G. Redway) contains an article

on the Rosicrucians, by Mr. A. E. Waite . He does not disguise

his opinion that all hitherto published works on the subject.

are valueless, not even excepting the pretentious book of Mr.

Hargrave Jennings, which he describes as a mass of ill-digested

erudition concerning Phallicism and fire -worship, the round

towers of Ireland, and serpent symbolism, offered with a

charlatanic assumption of secret knowledge as an exposition

of Rosicrucian philosophy ." There is much to be done in

working this secret mine of knowledge, but the results will

probably be interesting rather to the Antiquarian than to the

Occultist.

We learn that Mr. J. Arthur Hill has in the press a new

book, " Psychical Investigation ,” to be published shortly by

Cassell and Co.

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle finds id impossible to speak on this date.
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RACHEL COMFORTED : THE STORY OF A

MOTHER AND CHILD.

wisdom may sometimes be revealed in them. Just as that, and

no more, do I offer you these, to me, wonderful, yet childish ,

records.

By ' RACHEL."
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He was always, on this side, very fond of writing letters to

relatives and friends. And the same desire characterises these

records . “ Please, mother, may I write a letter to So-and -So ? ”

he would write (with planchette) and would insist on

sheet of paper, please," and would insist also on our laying the

planchette even on the envelope, so that he himself should

address it. Here is a letter, just as he wrote it, which I posted

to a girl cousin he was very fond of.

The Happy Land, Palestine, April 4th .

Dear Old Tom -boy, It's a long time since I wrote to you .

But it has not been my fault . How are you getting on

at the High School, which I used to call the Low School ? No

doubt you thought, when you heard that I had passed over,

that I had got out of all my school lessons, but you werenever

more mistaken in your life . I only had one day off, and then

I had to buck up. But you see I had had a long holiday before

I came. Will you please write me a letter and send it by

post ? If you are hard up you need not put a stamp on it

because I know my mother won't mind paying for it . How is

little Lively ? Do tell me when you write .

Here he suddenly tapped the paper (an agreed signal to

show hewished the planchette moved on to another sheet of

paper , so as not to spoil his letter) and said he was " too tired

to go on , " and could he finish next day , which he did , calling

his cousin Yummy-Yum , " Good -bye, Yummy-Yum ."

Now there were three things in this letter of which we knew

nothing. The allusion to the High School, which I used to

call the Low School," " little Lively ” (we had no idea to whom

he referred), and the “ Yummy- Yum ” nickname.

I sent the letter to my niece, a girl ofabout two years older

than himself, and I remember her reply of wonder and joy

finishing with, “ It has made me feel that life is a different thing,

for it is all true about High School and Low School, and

' Lively ' is Gert (her brother), and heoften called me ' Yummy

Yum .' "

Sunny had stopped with his cousin once when I was

abroad , and these sayings had been invented there . Nor had I

seen the two children much together after, nor heard of these

jokes.

His cousin wrote back to him, and, as was our custom, I read

the letter out loud to him, while we sat with our fingers on the

planchette in case he had anything to say . When I came

to the sentence, “Little Lively is quite well . He has had

holiday most of this term ," he wrote rapidly " Lucky chap !"

just as one would interpolate a remark in the middle of listen

ing to a letter , and so on , with little boyish exclamations, right

through the letter.

Another day he described climbing a beautiful mountain

with the Mr. Fraser he so often mentions, whom I had never

heard of before, and whose life , death , profession , age, and

passing over I verified through the Registrar.

It took us an hour and a half to climb to the top, and

the view was lovely ! Towzer (his pony) “ looked about this

size o at the bottom . From the top we could see the houses,

and the gardens, and the woods below , and the beautiful,

beautiful blue sky above. It looked all like one beautiful

forest. The houses looked about the size of mouse-traps . But

the trees are much bigger. We named the mountain after you,

mother, Mount E

He then broke into rhyme, a long poem, which began,

When standing on top of the mountain ,

And thinking of God's love for me,

I thought, then , of you , darling mother,

And knew , oh ! how pleased you would be.

( To be continued . )

[For the benefit of new readers, it should be explained that

this article continues a series dealing with communications re

ceived every day for some years by a mother (through the

mediumship of a planchette andwiththe aid of a valued ser

vant) from her little son, aged twelve at the period of his

transition .]

Before I continue with Sunny's own " story,” I will turn

over the printed pages of " Rachel Comforted ” haphazard,

condensing a little of the information he daily gave us.
How

very surprised were Nellieand I, reared in the usual vague and

foolish teachings concerning what we term the other life ," to

find that apparently it is no other ” life at all, but that we

are in it all the time, in more or less degree. Slowly it dawned .

upon us that every single thing around us, including humanity,

has an imperishable spiritual counterpart which forms what we

call "the spiritual world ” (just as if it were a separate and dis

tinct world from this one, instead of being, as I now understand

it, the inner facsimile of all we behold ). I must ask my readers

to accept the fact that I am not trying to teach or dogmatise,

but am simply giving them the impressions - indeed, convic

tions — that havē very slowly grown into my own particular

consciousness. They are the growth of fifteen years of com

munion, more or less interrupted, with my child Sunny. At

first we had two and a half years of long daily conversations

lasting a large part of each day. Every word of these, including

my questions, was copied down most accurately, even to the

notes of exclamation or interrogation . Then for another year

or more (life having become strenuous and interrupted in a far

country) we got less. And during the succeeding years, though

the communion has never ceased, it has been much interrupted .

Therefore, the main and important records date back to over

twelve years ago. But the strange thing is that every year

since the daily voluminous conversations, I have understood

better and better the things he told us, and which , at the time,

often bewildered us , I believe when the daily records ceased

more or less (not through any less desire on his part, or mine

but because my dear Nellie married, and had to leave me), that

I continued, then , to learn from him in my sleep, and that

I do so from both my children , now there, to this day. I awake

with soine new knowledge, some sudden clear understanding of

something I could not understand yesterday, which I think can :

mean nothing less than this.

I offer, however, both Sunny's delightfully childish, incon

sequent and irresponsible outpourings, and my own more

serious and thinking conclusions (drawn from them) to my

readers for exactly what they are worth . Sunny must be as

liable to errors as myself. The world is as yet only upon the

very fringe of this wonderful science—the explanation of Life.

The Churches have taught us practically nothing of it . They

have, indeed , tried to close fast the door, and have suc

ceeded only too well ! Ignorant laws, made by ignorant and

materialistic legislators, have further laid a heavy, stupid hand

upon research into this thing, which matters more than all

other researches put together. And the public has permitted

all this ; indeed , has not greatly cared . The clarion trumpet

of war has at last awakened many. What is this horror

of death ” that is snatching from us every hour some ·

beloved form that we adore ? Have we adored that form only,

or an imperishable inner form as well , which nothing can touch

or injure ? That is the crucial question . Many of us learnt the

answer long ago . Sunny's conversations are quite uncon

sciously in the nature of teachings ! Will you all gather what

you can , or will, from them, as I do ? To my mind they teach

one big thing. To use his own frequent words, “ Oh, you funny

mother, when will yoụ properly understand all about our

happy land ? " (I am copying exactly from a conversation

on December 3rd, 1903). “ Don't you see, mother, our land is

your land ? But you have not had these dark curtains taken

from your eyes, so you can't see as we see. ”

One may, indeed, learn much from the joyous prattlings of

a child , as we all know, once we realise how much of innocent

6
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TRANSITION OF MR. WILLIAM TEBB.—We have just learned

of the decease, at the age of eighty - five, of Mr. William Tebb,

whose name was well known and honoured in the early days of

our movement. Mr. Tebb passed away on the morning of the

22nd ult . , at his residence, Rede Hall , Burstow (by Horley),

Sussex, the cause of death being a stroke following on a com

paratively short illness . We hope to publish some biographical

notes in our next issue . In the meantime we would convey to

his sorrowing friends our respectful sympathy.
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faculties . ” The revelation might astonish some of those

who think to trade on public ignorance by mocking and

deriding what to them (but not to many of their readers)

is an almost unknown thing. He goes further and affirms

that “ there is no longer any doubt of the possibility of

human communication with intelligences on other planes of

life than ours.” But he gravely deprecates the tendency to

credit these intelligences with omniscience , instead of

recognising that they are only human and even in the next

world very
limited :

Upon topics of mundane business interest, the unseen

intelligences, eagerly helpful and sympathetic, are not trust

worthy guides, and their assistance is best left unsought.

There is a simple reason for this. These inte gences have

only the most limited and illusory ideas of time. Whenever

it is a question of estimating a period of months or years they

go hopelessly astray, occasionally lapsing into the wildest

guesswork. Evidently time with them is not the same thing

as with us. To us it is a sequence of phenomena : to them ,

possibly, an ocean of co -existence. Bagshot glimpsed that fact

when he said : " I revel in the thought of an existence in which

one may be a million years late for dinner and one's spiritual

hostesspolitely remark that it is nothing ."

Of course the reason given by the leader -writer is but

one of several, although a very important one . But who

would have expected to find such an article in a financial

journal !

Lastly we may turn to the “ London Magazine ” for the

present month, containing ' an illustrated article, The

Great Problem , " by Mrs. Philip Champion de Crespigny,

in which she gives an account of some of her experiences

with Mrs. Etta Wriedt, the American medium for the

direct voice. ” We wish we could reproduce the whole

article, for it is a singularly lucid and interesting statement

of the evidences which convinced Mrs. de Crespigny of the

reality of spirit intercourse. The article is prefaced with

a note by the editor of the London ,” to the effect that

faced

with the evidence provided by the personal experiences of such

well-known public people as the author of this article, whose

sincerity no reasonable man can doubt, the least that can be

said is that there is quite as much excuse for serious investiga

tion as for thoughtless jeering.

It is difficult to imagine how the most hardened sceptic

can explain away some of Mrs. de Crespigny's experiences

--for example, the message for her given to Colonel

Johnson at a séance held on the morning after her first

sitting with Mrs. Wriedt. The Colonel,who knew nothing

of Mrs. de Crespigny or her deceased husband or their

affairs, told her that at the séance in question he had been

addressed by a voice, giving her husband's Christian and

surname, and stating that his wife had been there on the

previous day and had gone away not believing in him "

not sure of his identity . The voice had then asked the

Colonel to mention to her the word Galaton," and to add

On the Australian Station ." Nobody, Mas, de Crespigny

declares, could have sent that message but her husband.

The “ Galatea ” (not “ Galaton ," as it sounded to Colonel

Johnson) was the ship commanded by the then Duke of

Edinburgh, in which her husband, during his young naval

days, had been on the Australian Station, when he had had

the timeof his life . ”

Mrs. de Crespigny is a daughter of the late Sir Cooper

Key, a former First Sea Lord of the Admiralty, and is,

moreover, a brilliant novelist. She exemplifies the fact,

apparently unknown to those Yahoos of the Press who

have been engaged lately in wholesale abuse of believers

in spirit intercourse, that the belief (and knowledge) is not

confined to the poor and humble, but counts many

tinguished names in addition to those most frequently

quoted ---Crookes, Lodge, Barrett. We may note in con

2

The general reader who is interested in the subject of

spirit return is likely to be in a state of considerable

perplexity if he looks to the Press for guidance and is

unaware of the fact that the writers of most of the articles

he reads on the subject are absurdly ignorant of the matter

on which they presume to guide him . If his reading of news

papers and periodical literature is at all wide he will have

perused with curious feelings an article in the “ Daily Mail ”

of the 24th ult. , headed Sir Oliver Lodge's Spook Book :

Half a Guinea's Worth of Rubbish . ” There is a coarseness

and brutality about the article which will make a certain

impression amongst intelligent readers.

If the attention of the reader we have in mind is

directed to Mr. Horatio Bottomley's oracular utterance in

The Royal Magazine” for February he will learn that

this famous gentleman is on the side of the angels." He

believes in the soul and in a life after death , and that their

existence can be proved . But “dark rooms and ' spiritual

séances ' won't do it. They are all frauds . ” . And then Mr. •

Bottomley proceeds to stultify himself by showing that his

faith in human survival rests very much on the researches

of one of the greatest scientists in England, a man of

European reputation , Sir Oliver Lodge," whose word is

reinforced by that of Sir William Crookes." Strictly

speaking, perhaps, it is rather a question of the word of Sir

William Crookes being corroborated by Sir Oliver Lodge,

since the former President of the Royal Society was the

earliest in the field , But that is a trifle. The wonderful

thing is that a man who sets out to instruct the public is

apparently ignorant that both the great scientists he cites

made their discoveries by this very method of the “ dark

rooms” and “ spiritual séances” which he describes as all

frauds. " Sancta simplicitas ! But it may be that Mr.

Bottomley undervalues the intelligence of his readers.

If our " general reader " is a business man he may be in

the habit of consulting the “ Financial News. ” In that case

he would be surprised by the appearance in that journal of

the 22nd ult. of a leading article on Occultism and

Finance," wherein the possibility of spirit communicators

being consulted on financial matters is seriously discussed

and , we are glad to see, strongly discountenanced . The

leader is an able and eloquent one , and the writer, in de

nouncing the obsolete laws which deny the existence of

psychic forces, wields a vigorous pen :---

The statutes (9 George II., c. 5, and 5 George IV., c . 83)

brand Socrates as a lunatic and St. Paul as a bražen impostor,

while theyclass Joan of Arc, the clairvoyant shepherdess of the

Vosges, side by side with exhibitors of obscene pictures .

He points out, what is strictly true, that there is a

wide recognition ” to -day “ of the existence of psychic
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clusion that the " London Magazine," like the Daily

Mail,” is a Northcliffe publication , which will perhaps add to

that perplexity of the general reader to which we referred

at the beginning. But, of course, any idea of Lord

Northcliffe's personal sympathy with the attitude of his

newspapers should be ruled out, since it is a common error

to suppose that he is a sort of universal editor of them .

THE HIDDEN PSYCHOLOGY OF

DAILY LIFE.

By Miss LIND- AF -HAGEBY.

AnAddress delivered to the Members, Associates and friends

of the London Spiritualist Alliance on Thursday evening,

January 18th, 1917, at the Salon of the Royal Society of British

Artists, Suffolk -street, Pall Mall, Mr. H. Withall, acting Presi

dent, in the chair.

1
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In opening the proceedings THE CHAIRMAN asked his

hearers to let their minds go back, on that first meeting in the

year, to the beginning of the Society with which they were

connected. They enjoyed the result not simply of their own

work but of that of the good men who associated with William

Stainton Moses at the commencement of the Society. By his

qualities of mind and character Mr. Stainton Moses was able

to attract to himself many persons of standing in the world of

Literature, Art and Science, and it was due to his and their

anited efforts that the Alliance came into existence . He

wished on that occasion to refer to one in particular,

of great culture and ability - Alfred William

Drayson. In his youth he joined the Army, where

be rapidly gained promotion . He went to South Africa, and

later to the United States. Then for a long time he was

stationed in India, and there through overwork he developed

the seeds of consumption. Happily he learned from a yogi the

secret of deep breathing, and when he retired from the Army as

Major-General Drayson he was stronger than he had over

been. He was a man of hobbies, one of which was astronomy.

He read papers before the Royal Society, and although some of

his statements were not received, all the things he advocated

during the twenty years or so of his civilian career had since

become acknowledged facts. He took up the subject of Spirit

dalism , and had many wonderful experiences, of which he gave

an account in LIGHT. At that time physical phenomena were

of a much more pronounced character than they are now . In

å sitting with a me lium in his own drawing- room , the piano

being closed and locked , he asked for a tune to be played on it

and it was done . He had materialisations in his own home.

At one séance spirit visitors spoke in the Hindustani and Kaffir

tongues. But the form of manifestation with which Major

General Drayson's name was most associated was that of

apports. Of one of the sittings he wrote, “ No sooner did we

sitdown than we had a shower of apports.” Having been in

bis early days a pupil of Faraday , he devised a method

by which bis observations might be rendered of more service

by systematising the phenomena. He got his séance

room associated with one in the United States and another

in Spain, and such was the power manifested that there was

no difficulty in getting objects transferred from one of the three

circles to another. A receptacle in the room , empty at the

commencement of the sitting, would be filled with new-laid

eggs. Amongst other things some splendidly embossed leather

as apports from Spain . The plan was to

put into the receptacle two articles to be taken away and their

place filled by two other articles -- one from Spain and one

from the States. These phenomena were difficult to credit,

but as Major-General Drayson was a man of the highest reputa

tion and such things were
more common in those days, we

might rely upon it that his statements were perfectly true.

Owing to the recent pronouncements of Sir Arthur Conan

Doyle and Sir Oliver Lodge the world was more interested in

theirsubject than ever before. That evening they had on the

platform a lady who had made a name for taking up the cause

of the lower - or, as he would prefer to say, the other - animals.

She had studied physiology and anatomy in order to refute

the statements of medical men that useful discoveries were

obtained by vivisection which could not be obtained otherwise.

Having studied those subjects she did not hesitate to give

determined expression to her convictions. She had shown her

self just as willing to bear her testimony on our subject, and

all credit was due to friends who dared to speak out what they

knew . It was only bias and ignorance which they had to

contend against, for everybody who , investigated Spiritualism

knew it to be true.

Miss Lind commenced by saying that she was not abont to

speak that evening on physiology, but on its allied subject,

psychology. If she should sometimes appear rather dull and

dry she apologised beforehand. She had a purpose which she

hoped to reach by some byways and paths, and eventually

make herself understood . .

It was very strange how little time and scientific energy

had been given to psychology. During the nineteenth century

scientific energy and scientific purpose had been generally

directed to the perfecting of the physical sciences - physics,

chemistry, biology, astronomy, anthropology - all these obtained

a very large amount of scientific attention and research ,

There were, it was true, abstract academic schools of thought

directed to philosophy. and psychology — the line of demarca

tion was not always defined — but the psychology studied was

always very remote from actual life.

Psychology, we were told , was the sciênce of “the phenomena

of mind ” or the positive science of mental process. " " Psy

chology , ” said Professor J. Arthur Thomson in his “ Progress

of Science, ”

investigates mental events in their co -existence and sequence,

or mental products in their subjective aspect. It has to do

with the racial evolution of mind and the development of the

individual consciousness, but not with what ought to be in

thought or in conduct (logic and ethics), nor with the nature

of knowledge as such (metaphysics )."

According to the encyclopedia, psychology had as its

subject matter,

Hoping, fearing, willing, wishing, desiring, questioning,

doubting, believing, perceiving, imagining, being surprised,
being disappointed, rejoicing , grieving — and the list could

easily be extended - all stand for “ psychical processes," and

psychology may be defined as the science of psychical processes

and their conditions.

As we all hoped , feared , wished, willed, & c., we might, not

unnaturally, turn to psychology for explanation and guidance

in our mental perplexities. But here the old orthodox psycho

logy gave us stones instead of bread. The pages of Spencer,

James, Fechner, Wundt, Baldwin , Herbart, Sully , Ribot,

Lloyd Morgan, offered material for highly interesting and

brain -stretching study of the processes known as " cognitions,

feelings, and conations," of " motor-presentations " and the

differentiation of a " presentation -continuum " (change of con

sciousness), but little that helped us to understand the throb

and changes of mind in the daily life of ourselves and others.

It was little wonder, then , that side by side with the old

orthodox, highly academical psychology there should arise what

was now known as the New Psychology, based on the realisa

tion that everything was the outcome of mind, that all that

existed in our consciousness was but materialised idea. It did

not require much thought to realise that nothing could exist

without having first existed as an idea, the whole universe

being, therefore, materialised idea. The realisation that

civilisation and social evolution , history, politics, industrialism

and trade, war, peace, likes and dislikes, love and hate, are soluble

problems if approached from the standpoint of this New

Psychology was gaining ground, and we had to -day entirely

new methods by which we studied the corporate soul of man .

We wore evolving a psychology of history . The old history

was simply a blind recording of events-wars and peace,

treaties, parliamentary resolutions, the great ebb and flow of

humanity. To-day a new class of historians were trying to

penetrate beneath the surface, to understand the causes and to

piece together an intelligent explanation of why certain

curtains came

&
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historical events came about at such a period and under such

conditions.

Again , we had a new psychology of nationality. We began

to realise that every nation had a national psychical mould

which gave form to its prejudices, customs, manners, institu

tions, humour, clothes. This study, if applied to France and

England , took into account both the French pot au feu and

the English afternoon tea ! Nothing was unimportant. It

was not inopportune to remind ourselves of the French proverb,

Tout comprendre est tout pardonner." When this science of

national psychology had been further developed than it was

to -day, wars, which were due to misunderstandings and the

impossibility of reconciling national ideas, would become im

possible.

It was interesting to reflect on the absence of this national

psychology. During the war she had made a point of observing

the meeting -places of the British and Latin minds . A few years

ago England and France were not as good friends as they were

now. To -day there was great friendship and mutual enthu

siasm . On the other hand, she found there were certain aspects

of thought, certain customs and habits, in which it was

extremely difficult for the French to understand the English ,

and for the English to understand the French . The humour

of the Frenchman , for instance , seemed very poor to the

Englishman , while that of the Englishman quite failed to appeal

to the Frenchman .

But there was not only a rising psychology of nationality,

exhibited in a sympathetic study of national characteristics—

there was a new psychology of art (which offered immense

possibilities for the future), a new psychology of religion ,

language, education , health, in fact of every aspect of human

life.

( To be continued . )

answer .

FROM SUN TO HEAVEN VIA EARTH.

By E. E. CAMPION.

part of the partially completed puzzle where only a square s

will fit in . Human ideas fit into each other , and the desig

the soul - can only be built up in a certain way . That cer

way is indicated by the power which ideas have to link

one to the other. A man's mind is nothing but a huge mas

ideas - his life's experience - held together by the Divine

which has arranged them, the arrangement being determined

the inlierent affinities of the separate ideas. As life goes f

childhood onwards, the ideas become condensed into syste

These systems of ideas rule our life, are what we think w

They interact. Their conference with each other is delib

tion. Their decision is conscience. A man can do no oth

as a martyr once said in effect, but follow his conscience . I

God-given because God-made. The instrument making

the function of ideas which associates them in definite ways

We will suppose that a question is presented to a man

That question is a new idea to him. He project

by his conscious will into the sphere of attraction of his

systems, and they decide it for him. The facts included

the question are dissected and examined . This is done by

force inherent in ideas by which they associate with their l

cand dissociate from their unlikes. The process resembles

decomposition of a molecule of matter by chemical reage

Certain of the idea systems have in them ideas possessing

affinity for a factor in the question . That factor is attrac

temporarily into the idea system . If it is found at home th

to cohere in the mass of ideas forming that system , the hur

will has the sense of satisfaction which a man has who in

duces two friends of similar tastes. When the question

finally disposed of, all factors in it will have found lodgor

in some of the general idea systems which the life experie

has accumulated. On the identity of the grouped ideas am

which they do find lodgment will depend the answer to

question . The work of decision will have gone on almost

consciously ; , if the problem is "slept on " the operation

have carried itself out during sleep. The decision itsel

carried out by an idea created by the general ideas.

executive idea impinges upon the physical will, and is ther

transmitted to the limbs, which carry out the decision.

Each man has thus his own tribunal for the decision

questions he troubles about . He must take that decision

fore all. Sometimes he is wrong in the eyes of his fello

sometimes he is right. If he be wrong in the opinion of

contemporaries he is a criminal, or a harmless crank, tho

by after -generations, whose idea systems have grown to

own standard, he may be admired as a hero . If he be right in

eyes of his fellows, it shows that his idea systems are nor

Whether a man be a genius and see a particular truth a gen

tion or two before his contemporaries are fitted to perceiv

or whether he be a good citizen of ordinary parts and ordir

illumination , his decision, whatever it may be, so long as

honest, is the ultimate expression of his whole spiritual be

The teaching of the correct method of listening, as it were

the general ideas is logic ; the actual listening to them is 1

in being, or reason . It is the greatest of human privileges

by it the whole of a man's previous experience is brought

focus upon the business in hand.

After death, when the physical human will loses its ins

ment, the will of the organised ideas or soul is the resultar

their forcos. So that a man's angel is just himself, minus

human physical will . . His whole life's experience is there

all his affections, with the predominant love of his life

predominant. He is his own judge because he is him

Candid to himself he is transparent to others, and finds

companions and work according as tho resultant of his

systems accords with theirs and fits him for developmenta

the same path. A man on earth is spiritually compacte

thought. Such he is in the spirit world, and the recor

takes with him there is his own initiation ceremony. It io

duces him to hisspiritual fellows, even as in less degree it

do on earth . Written plain on the soul is its every thou

clear and visible. The ordeal of after-death must surels

the revelation of truth contained in the knowledge of self

in that of other enfranchised beings. The reason which

king in earthly life is now seen still reigning in Hea

Instead of attracting similar ideas into systems it is

engaged in binding kindred souls in common work.

ܪ

IV.-REASON IS KING .

We have seen that the first life on earth occurred when the

Designer built up molecular activities and the still more complex

organisation of life. Animal instincts have been mentioned as

showing an advance upon the merely vital ideas, upon the ideas

formed by the first vital reaction of sunlight upon matter.

Immediately some particles of the earth's crust succeeded in

retaining creative energy as a permanent asset, the first layer

of what afterwards developed into soul was formed. A mode

of existence new to the planet came into being. There had

been matter and light ; now there was a combination of the

two which was life, and its evolution proceeded through the

more or less rigid forms of instinct to the mobile plane of

reason . The great thing to note is that creation came from

the outside, as it comes daily to each of us, for we are created

every moment. Creation has formed its own earth, its own

life, its ownhuman beings . All these are things. But creation

is the informing inflowing power which is the hand working

the machine, the electricity coursing through its circuit, the

gravity which pulls all objects to its centre and which is the

great Will by which alone human wills operate and become

part of God's- executive government.

Reason , it may be remarked, cannot cut against the associa

of ideas any more than two substances will combine,

however close their contact, if there be no chemical affinity

between them . The association of ideas is the method by

which the Divine will operates on the human will and makes

the latter a servant and co -operator. Men partake of the

Divine because they have some creative power delegated to

them, but the association of ideas, the operation of which is

traced in each act of reason , is the Divine check on the erratic

workman . If a man make a very intricate puzzle by means of

cutting up into small bits a beautiful picture, and if he ask

children to put it together again, those children will have a

hard task . Try how they will , much labour will have to be

expended before the design is reconstituted . It will be found

no good trying to force à round fragment of the picture into a

tion

.
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SPIRIT INTERCOURSE : ITS USE AND life - how we should invest our money and other matters on

which we ought to exercise our own judgment. Some people

seemed to think it would be a good thing if the spirits could

be always at hand to give advice regarding the Stock Exchange,

to trace crimes and solve all our mundane difficulties for us .

On the contrary, it was very doubtful whether, if they co’ld

undertake so much of the world's work, it would not, instead

of being a benefit, be a barrier to our highest and best progress.

They came to us to give us the comfort of the assurance of their

presence and to help us to live on an higher level of thought and

action . Indeed , the great test of the value of spirit intercourse

to the individual lay in the upbuilding of character .

"

THE VITAL INTERESTS OF LIFE.

THE SPIRITUAL SIDE OF POLITICAL ECONOMY.

BY HENRY Fox.

On Friday, the 12th ult., in the rooms of the London

Spiritualist Alliance, “ Morambo," the control of Mrs. M. H.

Wallis, commenced a new series of brief addresses on subjects

elating to the Conditions of the Future Life, the special

topic dealt with on this occasion being "Spirit Intercourse :

ts Use and Abuse." .

At the outset " Morambo ” reminded his hearers of the

difficulties existing on both sides of the veil in the way of

intercourse between the two states, and that even where these

difficulties had not been overcome, and communication estab

lished, discarnate spirits might yet be, and often were, in close

Association with their friends on this side. - Even when the

latter were unconscious of the fact, the presence of and the

influence exerted by those near and dear to them in the

Unseen could not but have some effect-- great or small, as the

case might be. It was well to remember that many of the people

who had passed on had done so with very little knowledge of

the possibility of spirit communion. Some of them might be :

present with their friends who were still in the flesh , but unless

they had made themselves aware of the possibility and under

stood the method of communication, they would be unable to

manifest their presence. The great effort of Modern Spirit

nalism ' bad been to help people to obtain evidence that the

friends who had passed from their sight were still alive, that they

had not gone far away , that the links of affection were not

entirely broken , nor the old - time interests entirely outgrown .

Often they remained in close association with the earth con

ditions in order that they might help those in whom tkey were

specially interested here. Then one must bear in mind the question

of conditions in regard to spiritual experience . Even though,

according to earthly ideas, the spirit friend might be far away,

according to the laws of spiritual attraction he might be very

near ; so near as to render possible the exercise of spiritual

influence and the establisbment of some degree of communi

cation. Spirit return had been clearly demonstrated. It only

needed a measure of mental rapport to make possible some

degree of spiritual intercourse. Such intercourse could exist

quite apart from the giving of a message, or the controlling of a

medium . One might be in communion with spirit people, thought

might respond to thought, the secret chambers of the mind

might be oxplored , lofty aspirations might be intensified , weak

resolves strengthened, and good tendencies made more decided,

without the person who was the subject of such experiences

being conscious of the fact . On the other hand, spirit people

might, through such channels as they were able to find ,

succeed in giving demonstrations of their presence and power.

Sach demonstrations might appear on the surface to be very

partial, very imperfect, but judging from the spiritual side of

life the message that was partial and imperfect might, by reason

of the love and intense interest conveyed, have a greater effect

and be therefore of greater value than a more finished com

munication . The assurance conveyed in some subtle way that

we were in the presence of one who had been dear to us in the

past somehow made a stronger appeal and brought greater

comfort than a much more striking manifestation of spirit

power. Therein lay the value of spirit intercourse to the

individual - not so much in what was said or done, as in the

way in which it appealed to the person who received it, the

sense of conviction which it carried, and the degree of response

it evoked .

We had, again , to look at the subject from the spirit side

of life. Oor spirit friends were very human. They desired to

minister to our needs and respond to the thoughts we sent

out to them , but much as we might long for their presence it

was not right when we had once received the satisfaction we

craved to continue to make persistent inquiries. " Ask if

you will, whether it is possible and right for your friend to

manifest, but do not, in and out of season, make continued

demands for his presence . It might be interfering with his

development and with the greater activity he might manifest

stron glybut for such claims." ."Moranıbo" deprecated still more

the pėstering of our spirit friends with thọ trivialities of daily

It is notorious that the thinkers of our day and generation ,

including not only our philosophers and brain-workers, but our

manual workers (who are often pretty shrewd thinkers), all

condemn our present civilisation as a cruel wrong to the large

majority of the population. Huxley thought that the Pata

gonian savage was a superior being to the British savage , as

bred in our slums, and Alfred Russel Wallace declared that

our civilisation was rotten to the very core ." All our efforts

to amend it by legislation or remedial measures, as in the case

of charitable institutions, do but touch the fringe of the evil,

and sometimes do more harm than good. Charitable institu

tions relieve distress only to create more. They act the part

of an ambulance corps in picking up the wounded in our indus

trial life, but they do not destroy the cause of all this pain and

suffering. Our social warfare - arising from class interests

goes on, claiming its victims and its martyrs in a never-ending

procession. The rich non-producing consumers live on the

labours of the producing classes, the toilers, between whom

there rages the unceasing conflict of competition for a bare

livelihood .

This industrial warfare means a struggle for the vital

interests of the combatants—for all that life means, all that

makes it worth living. These vital interests are considered as

relating to such things as adequate food, clothing, shelter,

health, cleanliness, and reasonable relaxation and rest of mind

and body. But they should include something else-even more

vital — spiritual food and enlightenment. To give men this

last is impossible (it would not be appreciated by the masses

even it were offered ) until they have learnt the need of it.

Nothing but a spiritual reconstruction of his civilisation can

raise the soul of man to a condition in which he can really

understand his own vital interests. Herein lies the great

mission of Spiritualism : to teach a man what he really is and

then to satisfy his craving for the satisfaction of the deeper

needs of his soul.

To teach a man to know himself is to teach him how to

satisfy himself. It is to lift him above his limited conception

of himself as an animal who can think more or less imperfectly

and can fight for his animal necessities by combination into

regiments of trades unions to wage war on regiments of capi

talists. This is the domestic warfare which is only suspended

by this great European struggle for our national existence.

This is the warfare we may expect to break out once more im

mediately peace is proclaimed . The consumption of our

national wealth by this war will make this domestic war more

bitter than ever.

We may disband our huge armies, but they will forthwith

enlist in the social armies at home to light one another for

the possession of what they consider to be the vital necessities

of their lives : a matter regarding which their views will be

considerably widened . The women will this time join in the

fray, for their views of their vital necessities will also be con

siderably enlarged. All this promises social chaos and even

bloodshed, unless these highly intelligent and highly organised

armies can be made still more intelligent by understanding

themselves and their really vital interests in the light of the

message of Spiritualism to them all as spiritual beings. No

>
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ence has shown me that the most brutal and scurrilous attacks

upon Spiritualism havebeen made by the clergy ; and whilst

thereare many of the Church's ministers who to -day areload

ing up to better things, yet I submit that it does not lie in the

mouth of a clergyman to upbraid us for our want of charity.

Even now I am busy replying from platform and Press to

five venomous attacks from clergymen arising out of the publi

cation of “ Raymond." In a large number of cases , too, the

newspapers which publish these attacks close their columns to

our replies.

CATHOLIC BELIEFS AS TO THE HEREAFTER.

66

social reconstruction on any other basis can satisfy their real

wants or give them that sense of unity which alone can create

for them lasting peace, content or happiness.

Man does not live by bread alone ; given all the bread he

demands, he still remains unsatisfied . You must satisfy his

inmost soul if you desire to make him contented and peaceful,

Pile up the luxuries of life upon him in heaps, as this war is

doing for thousands of successful war contractors and others :

you thereby destroy the real man . You canker the soul within

him, and no attempt by such a man to atone for his short

comings by boundless charity and good works can avail to save

his soul alive. He is condemned by thelawsof his own nature,

which demand not charity, but justice, not good works, but

right living. The gates to the realm of spiritual reconstruction

are opened only by two keys — Love and Unity.

The entrance into this happy realm having been made, the

next General Election should give England the greatest chance

in her history : the chance of filling Parliament with law

makers possessing spiritual discernment, understanding the true

nature of men , and with some vision of their essential needs,

and replacing with wise administrators our present blatant

party politicians, the products of a caucus system of election .

The profound problem of the reconstruction of our civilisa

• tion would then be approached in the right spirit. We should

proceed not to confiscation of private property, but to its right

administration by the owner in the interests both of himself

und of the community.

The fiduciary position of ownership would be realised by

the owners, and would lead to a total revolution of ourviews

both about ourselves and others . Our rights would become -

our responsibilities, and in following the dictates of the spirit of

Love and Unity within us, we should achieve a welfare and a

happiness which no self -indulgence and no luxuries were ever

capable of giving us. And then the Mother of Parliaments "

would become representative not of caucuses,” but of our

vital interests by men who know what our vital interests really

a

66

Hamerton Yorke ” writes :

I have been watching your numbers with some interest to

see whether
any

of your readers would call attention to certain

comparisons made-one in the article on “ Spiritualism and
Religion, ” by Sir A. Conan Doyle, in your issue of December

2nd , the other in the address on "The Use and Beauty of

Spiritualism ," by Mr. PercyR. Street, in your issue of November

11th, which are certainly open tocriticism as being singularly

one-sided and incomplete . I will give Sir A. Conan Doyle's

statement first, as it is the most clearly defined :--

“The doctrine of nearly all Christian churches has been that

after death the soul lies dormant until the advent at some far

future date of a day of doom. After this it is judged upon

its deeds in this earth life, which by this time must be, in

retrospect, like a few seconds of time blurred by the passageof

countless centuries . It is then either ruined for ever in the

most terrible manner, or (with or without a term of probation)

it is made happy for ever. That, I think, is a fair statement of

Christian dogma, but this is traversed at every point by the

facts of Spiritualism ."

It is also traversed at every point by the (unrecorded ) fact

that it is contrary to the teaching of the oldest and incom

parably the loudest, voice of Christian dogma, as utteredby its

most authoritativeexponent, the Catholic Church . The dogma

of this (excluded) Church is : that the soul does not “ lie

dormant ” : on the contrary, that the “ particular judgment”

by which its future place is assigned to it takes place im

mediately after death ; that there is a term of probation for

most souls then ; that there is no term of probation after the

day of doom-the general judgment.

And so Mr. Percy Street, who asks, " Which doctrine could

the more fairly be regarded as setting a premium on crime and

vice - one ( Christianity implied ) which taught that a man could

escape the penalty of his sin and win everlasting felicity by

repentance at the eleventh liour, or one (Spiritualism implied]

which insisted that that penalty must be paid to the uttermost

farthing ? "

And here again - by a strange oversight of the speakerit

is the Catholic " Christian voice which says that though a

man may indeed save his soul by repentance - even at the

eleventh hour-yet he shall assuredly pay to the uttermost

farthing in purgatory before “ he pass out thence ” to his over

lasting felicity.

I am not a Roman Catholic, therefore I do not take

cudgels for that reason , but merely because it is only fair play
to do so. It is very easy to make out a good case for one's

own theory by evading one's opponent's facts - or, as in this

latter instance, appropriating them ! It would probably

disconcert some Spiritualists to discover how many of their

hotly contested theories were the placid, everyday refection of

mediæval Catholic writers ! May one put in a plea for some

slight recognition oftheir beliefs ?

are .

SPIRITUALISM AND THE CAURCHES .

up the

Mr. Ernest W. Oaten, President of the National Union of

Spiritualists, writes :

In your issue of the 6th inst., the Rev. F. Fielding -Ould,

M.A., complains of the attacks made by certain Spiritualists

upon the Churches. I am not concerned to defend Mr. Hill

he is quite capable of sustaining -his own statements—but I
should like to call attention to the fact that these attacks are

not all from one side-neither do I think that Spiritualists are

the instigators of the method.

As a consequence, for instance, of the publication of Sir

Oliver Lodge's recent book, I have just perused some thirty

cuttings, the great majority being reports of sermons preached

in various churches. In so far as these contain genuine criti

cisms of the book I have no reason to complain , butmany of

these sermons contain the language of vituperation, language

which does not add grace or dignity to the pulpit. The attacks

are made by " educated ” men and are a direct incentive to com

bat. If well-known religious leaders choose these weapons why

complain if they provoke , a feeling of resentment and a desire

to meet them in an uncompromising spirit ?

A case in point was brought to my notice this week. A

lady friend has been holding a circle at her house and has

invited a few neighbours. Good results have been obtained

and the news spread that Mrs. C. did not object to a few others

joining. There is no other Spiritualist meeting, to my know

ledge, in that town . Some few people who joined in these

sittings have been in the habit of attending the parish church,

and their visits to the circle came to the ear of the vicar, with

the result that a sermon was preached denouncing Spiritualism

as involving “ dealings with the devil,” “taking the road to

perdition,” &c. Moreover, the vicar called upon my friend and

threatened her with police proceedings, stating that if the

police would not take action he himself would prosecute. This

is an attempt at terrorism , and if it evokes retaliation Spirit

nalists are branded as “ bigots,” and described as guilty of

offensive arrogance. "

Residents in London and the larger cities have no

ception of the tyranny exercised by the Church even to -day in

the small cathedral cities and large villages of our country.

Whilst I am in complete agreement with Mr.Ernest Hunt's

appeal in Light of the 13th inst., my twenty -five years' experi

a

The supreme message of science to the men of this age is

that Nature is on the side of the man who is trying to rise .

HENRY DRUMMOND.

A CONTROVERSY in the “ Daily News” between Mr. William

Archer and Sir George Greenwood on the subject of “ Survival

after Death," in which Sir George suggested that the whole of
Raymond was an illustration of the intense will to be

lieve, " was closed by Mr. Archer on the 26th ult. with a

letter stating that he was conscious of no such desire on his own

part, and adding : " To doubt the genuineness of the facts re

corded by Sir Oliver Lodge (as distinct from any theory of

their origin ) is not to show sane scepticism , but amazing

credulity ; for it implies a belief in the possibility of an utterly

incredible conspiracy of falsehood among people who have not

the slightest motive for embarking onsuch a career ofdecep

tion . It is not always realised that disbelief may be just as

great a symptom of credulity as belief, "

66
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The Personal Investigation of Spiritualism .
Clare
llare O. Hadley . Daily , 11 to 6 (Saturdays

excepted ). Seances: Monday and Wednesday, at 8,18. , Wednes

day, at 3,28.-49, Clapham -road ( two minutes Oval Tube, same side
To assist those who desire to obtain evidence of continued personal asKennington Church ) .

ezistence after physioal death , and of the possibility ofcommunion

mich,departed friends,and who are unable to join a society Mrs. Wm. Paulet, 12, Albion- street, Hyde Park,
for this , ofmediums to ).

andpsychios may beof service.

White adopting every reasonable precaution to ascertain thebona. Mrs.Beaumont-Sigall,
rs. Beaumont-Sigall. Daily, 11 to 6, or by

fides of advertisers, the proprietors of appointment. Saturdays by appointment only . - Le- Châlet,

selves in any way responsible, either for the qualifications of such 8a, Fieldhouse-road, Emmanuel-road, Balham , S.W. (nearest station ,

advertisers or for the results obtained by investigators. [ At
Streatham Hill : cars to Telford -avenue).

the same time they reserve the right to refuse or discontinue

any advertisement without assigning any reason .] They
Irwin ( Trance); Consultations daily,

deprecateany attempt on the part of inquirers to obtain advice 11 to 6. Séances : Sunday, at 7, and Tuesday, at 7.30. Testi

monials from all parts. Letters attended to -15, Sandmere -road ,
on financial and business: matters, and hold that no statement

Clapham (near Clapham -road Tube Station). On parle Francais.

madeby apsychio should be accepted, unlessthe inquirer isfully

satisfied of its reasonableness. M. A. ( O.xon . ) ” says : Try

the results you get by the light of reason .
arcia Rae, Teacher, Healer, and Lecturer.

MarciMaintain a level head

and a clear judgment. Do not believe everything you are told
At Home Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 3 till 6 , or

by appointment. Spiritual Meetings and Classes for Psychic Develop

ci do not enter into a very solemn investigation in a spirit ment. - 3, Adam - street, Portman -square, W.

of idle curiosity orfrivolity ."

Apart from the special subject of spirit return , there are other r. A. Vout Peters now in London. Appoint

branches of psychic research - viz., clairvoyance, psychometry, ments can be made by letter only addressed to c / o 16, Tavistock
clairaudienoe, 8c., worthy of investigation by advanced students. square , W.C.

It is essential, however, that these should be studied in a strictly

scientifio and impersonal spirit, anything in the nature of rs . Frost M. Frontel. Readings Daily. Hours
" fortune- telling " being not only unreliable but ilegal. 11 to 8 p.m. 30 years' experience . - 184,Lancaster-road, Notting

Hill, W. (near Met. Rly. ) . Good 'bus service passes end of road.

[.
and to 5 .

Séances for Investigators : Mondays, 8, 1s.; Wednesdays (select), at 8, Saturdays, by appointment.only. Séances: Sundays, 7 p.m.; Thurse

28.; Thursdays, at 3 , 28. 6d . ; Sundays, 11 a.m. and 7 p.m., 18. Satur: days, 8 p.m. prompt.

days byappointment. - 56, Talbot-road, Richmond -road, Bayswater, W.

(Bases Nos. 9, 31, 46 , 28 ). Nearest Station , Westbourne Park (Met.) .

[ rs. Florence Sutton . Seances, Mondays at 3 .

Ronald Brailey. 11 to 6. 'Phone : Park 3117. Private sittings daily. Short readings,ls.; fuller ones from

Séances ; Wednesdays, 3 p.m.; Tuesdays and Thursdays,
25. 6d . - 45, Milton - road , Albion -road, Stoke Newington, N. 'Buses
21 and 65 .

9.30 p.m .; fee 28.; Fridays, 6.30 p.m., fee 18.; Sundays, 6.30 p.m.
" Pairlawn ," 24, St. Mark's -road, Lancaster-road, W. (Met. Rly.) ,

Notting Hill, Ladbroke Grove. No. 7 'Bus for St. Mark’s-road .
Healers.

[rs. Lee, 69, Wiltshire -road , Brixton , S.W.

Telephone : “ Brixton 949."
[ r. A. Rex, Magnetic Healer. Mental and

[ rs. Zaidia Johnston, 57, Edgware-road, Marble
Vibrative treatments given . Hours, 10.30 to 5 p.m. ( Saturdays

excepted ), or by appointment (appointment desirable to save delay ).

Arch, W. - Private sittings daily. Hours, 11 to 7. Fees, 2s.6d., 26, Charing Cross-road, W.C. Rooms No. 24A and B. Telephone :

68., and 108. 8d. Class beingformedfor development of psychic gifts, Gerrard 7381. (See Page 135, LIGHT, March 21st, 1914.)

Priday evenings, 8 o'clock . Fee 108. 6d. for six sittings.

rs. Rose Stanesby, Spiritual Healer and.

Select séance, Tuesday afternoon,
Teacher ( for many years a worker with Mr. George Spriggs ).

at 3, 28 .;Friday evening, at 8 , 25. -60,Macfarlane-road,Wood -lane, W.
Hours from 11 to 4.30 daily (Saturday , excepted) . Private or class

(close station ). (Ring Middle Bell.)
lessons in Healing. Moderate fee. 93,Regent-street, W.

Mrs

Mr.r. J.J.Vango(Trance), Magnetic Healer OliveArundel Starl, 2, St. Stephen'sSquare,
>

Mrs.

Mrs.
>

Miss Chapin ( Blind). Sittings daily ; hours, Mrs

18. Annetta Banbury. Interviews by appoint- | Psycho- Therapeutic Society, 26, RedLion
square, London ,W.C. Spinal Treatment. Free Magnetic Treat

mentMondaysand Fridays, 2 to5 ; Wednesdays, 5 to 8 p.m. Diagnosis

( small fee ). Mondays and Fridays. Lending Library. Lectures.
Membership invited.--Apply Hon. Secretary.

Mrs:

ment. - 49, Brondesbury -villas, High -road, Kilburn . Telephone :
2329 Willesden ,

[rs. Lamb Fernie holds spiritual meetings at

11 a.m. Sundays, admission 18. ; Mondays and Wednesdays,

3p.m., 28. 6d. Privatesittings by appointment. In aid of some War

Hand.- Studio,12, Bedford -gardens, Kensington (off Church -street).
'Phone : Park 5098, or letters to 40, Bedford -gardens, W.

18. Mary Davies, Lecturer and Authoress.

Interviews daily , 10.30 till 5 ; Saturdays, till one o'clock . - 93,

Regent-street, London , ' w .

[rs. Wesley Adams ( Trance ), 191 , Strand
(near Law Courts ). Interviews daily by appointment. Phone :

City 846.

Mrs.

Mrs:

medical profession as acurativeagent of enormous value in all

phases of moral, mental, functional and nervous disorders. Mr. Robert

McAllan , who has had wide experience and considerable success in

treating Neurasthenia, &c. , by curative suggestion , offers his services

to sufferers from above-named troubles. Interestingexplanatory book

let post free .-Regent House, Regent-street, W.; also at Croydon .

Curing Insomnia by Telepathy. - A Notable Success.

R. MCALLAN, Esq. HEATON, BRADFORD ,

October 9th, 1916 .

DEAR SIR ,-Now the treatment is overI thought you wouldlike to
hear from me. Thank you verymuch for the help given . I am sleeping

well. If I do wakeduring the night, it is only for a very short time,

hcaring " Sleep ! Sleep ! ”
Monday night it was impossible for me to sit (as arranged ). I had

had a very upsotting day, andwent to bed feeling ill. However, it was
not long before a great calm came over me, and I slept until morning.
I will continue with the self-treatment.

While sitting foryour treatment, Ifelt a very light touch_across my

foreheadandface. Willyoupleasetell meif itwasfromthe Forces and
Powers you mention in your letter , and if theso Forces and Powers will

still work for me ?

Thanking you again for your help, -Yours sincerely,

E. E. T.

Hor

Mrs.
>

orace Leaf. Daily, 11 to 6 .Daily, 11 to 6. Saturdays and

Mondays by appointment only , Séances : Tuesdays, at3, Fridays,

13.; Wednesday , 3 , 28. Psycho -Therapeutics . - 41, Westbourne
Gardens, Porchester-road,Bayswater, London, W. ( five minutes from

Whiteley's). Goodtrain and bus service .

rs. Mary Gordon . Daily, 11 to 6 , or by ap
pointment. Saturdays till 2. Circles : Tuesdays, 8.15 p.m., 15.;

Wednesdays,at3, 28. - 16 ,Ashworth -road (off Lauderdale-road ), Maida

Vale,W. Buses1,8and 16 to Sutherland-avenueCorner. MaidaVale
Tube Station .

[ rs. S. Fielder, 171 , Edgware- road, W. (near
Praed -street). 'Phone : Paddington 5173. ( Trance or Normal.)

Daily, 11 to 7. Séances: Monday, at 3 , 18.; Tuesday and Thursday,
at 8 , 18. Privateinterviews from 28. 6d .

Mrs.

Mr. Peroy R. Street,

MEMBERS MANSIONS, 38, VICTORIA STREET, S.W.
>

.

Wm ,
m. Fitch - Ruffle (Psychic ), 79, Alderney -street,

Belgravia, S.W. 'Bus 2 ; Victoria d . to street. Public séances :

Sundays, Tuesdays andThursdays, 1s., at 3 and 8p.m. Consultations

daily, hours, 10 to 10 ; feesfrom 28.6. Home circles, &c., attended

at séance fees.

Hours for Consultation and Treatment, 10 a.m to 5 p.m. (By

appointment.)

For the convenience of patients, Lift, use of Telephone Writing

and Rest Room .

Telephono 6849 Victoria.

See neact page.
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SUPPLEMENT LIGHT .TO

J. PURDOM'S ASTROLOGICAL

CORRESPONDENCE LESSONS.

A Course of 13 Lessons for £1 is,

LESSONS WILL BE CORRECTED BY THE TEACHER THROUGH THE POST.

These lessons are beautifully arranged, and simply set forth, and aro a

boon to those whodesire to become acquainted with tho mystic

science of Astrology.

For further particulars apply to

MRS, ROBERT PURDOM . “ Blinkbonny,' ' Tudor Hill, Sutton

Coldfield, England.

SOCIETY WORKONSUNDAY, JAN. 28th , &c.

MARYLEBONE SPIRITUALIST ASSOCIATION . - Steinway Hall,

Lower Seymour -street, W. - Mrs. Cannock gave many striking

clairvoyant descriptions of spirit people. A solo (" The Lost

Chord”) was sung by one of our members. Mr. George Craze

presided . - At 79, New Oxford-street, W.C., on the 22nd ult.,

Mr. Horace Leaf gave clairvoyant descriptions. Mr. Leigh

Hunt presided. Sunday next, see front page.-D. N.

LONDON SPIRITUAL MISSION : 13B, Pembridge Place, Bays

water, W. - Addresses : Morning, Spiritualism : Is it

Hindrance or Progression ? " by Mr. E. W. Beard ; evening,

Response " by Mr. G. Prior . For Sunday next see front

RICHMOND.-14, PARKSHOT (OPPOSITE PUBLIC BATHS ).

Sunday next, at 7 p.m., public circle conducted by Mr. A.

Maskell. Wednesday, February 7th, at 7.30, Mr. H. Leaf.
BRISTOL .-- SPIRITUAL TEMPLE CHURCH (LATE STOKK

CROFT), 42, UPPER MAUDLIN - STREET. - Inspiring addresses wer

given in the morning and evening by Mrs. Baxter on subject

chosen by the audience . Sunday next, 11 a.m., members

service ; 6.30 p.m., public service. Tuesday, 7.45, developing

class. Wednesday, 7.30, members' service. - A . R.

GOODMAYES AVENUE (OPPOSITE GOODMAYES STATION, G.E.R.

--Afternoon , children's meeting ; evening, Mr. J. Harola

Carpenter spoke on Education. ” On the 23rd Mrs. Henry

answered written questions. Sunday next, 3.15 p.m. , children's

service, Mrs. L. Pitter ; 6.30 p.m., Miss Charlotte Woods

Tuesday, 7.45 p.m., Rev. A. H.Biggs. - C. E. S.

BATTERSEA .-- HENLEY HALL, HENLEY-STREBT. - Morning

well- attended circle ; evening, Miss Violet Burton gave ac

address. An appeal was made for the fund being raised for the

benefit of Mrs. Craft, whose husband and child were killed and

her home wrecked in the recent munition factory explosion

The sum of £ 1 ls.was collected, with promises of further dona

tions. Sunday next, 11 a.m., circle ; 3 p.m., Lyceum ; 6.30

Mdme Zitta. Thursday, 8.15, clairvoyance. - N . B.page.-I. R.

.
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CHURCH OF HIGHERMYSTICISM : 22, Princes-street, Cavendish

square, W. - Mrs. Fairclough Smith delivered two stirring

addresses ; in the morning on " Spiritual Perception ," and

in the evening on Mental Attainment." Sunday next,

moming, service for our fallen heroes ; evening, Mrs. Fair

clough Smith will reply to written questions .

WOOLWIOB AND PLUMSTEAD . — PERSEVERANOE HALL, VILLAS

ROAD , PLUMSTEAD. —Afternoon, Lyceum ; evening, Mrs. E.

Marriott, address and clairvoyance. Sundaynext, 3 p.m., Lyceum

memorial service for a member; 7, address by Mr. Wilkins.

PECKHAM . - LAUSANNE HALL, LAUSANNE -ROAD . - Morning,

a circle ; evening, address by Mr. Robert King. Sunday next,

11.30 a.m., Mrs. Still; 7 p.m., Mr. H. Boddington. Thursday,
8.15, Mrs. Mary Gordon. 11th, 7 , Mr. Angus Moncur.

WIMBLEDON ( THROUGH AROAWAY, BETWEEN 4 AND 5.

BROADWAY ).- Interesting address by Mr. Smith, clairvoyance

by Mrs. Smith. For prospective announcements, see front

page.-R . A. B.

BRIGHTON . - WINDSOR HALL, WINDSOR -STREET, North

STREET.-- Mrs. Jennie Walker gave excellent addresses morning

and evening, followed by well -recognised descriptions. Sunday

next, 11.15 and 7 , and Monday, at 8, Mrs. Neville . - J.J.G .

HACKNEY. - 240A, AMHURST-ROAD, N.E. - Mrs. Neville gave

an address on Sowing and Reaping," and convincing de

scriptions. Sunday next, 6.30 p.m. , Mrs. Maunder, address and

descriptions. Circles : Monday, 8 p.m., Mrs. Brookman ; Tues

day, 7.45 , and Thursday, 7.15 (members only ), Mrs. Brichard .

BRIXTON . - 143A, STOCKWRLL PARK -ROAD, S.W.-Mr. G. R.

-Symons gave an address on Man, the Builder." . Sunday

next, 3 p.m., Lyceum ; 6.30, Mrs. Jamrach, address and clair

voyance. 11th, Mr. George Prior. 10th, Grand Social. All

circles as usual.-H . W. N.

CROYDON.- GYMNASIUM HALL, HIGH-STREET.- Powerful

address by Mr. H. Ernest Hunt on The Judgment Book .”

Sunday next, 11 a.m. , service and circle ; 6.30 p.m., Mr. Percy

Scholey. Donations to flower fund gratefully received, All

flowers conveyed to Soldiers' Hospital Ward.

STRATFORD. - IDMISTON -ROAD, FOREST LANE.-Mr. Angus

Moncur gave an address followed by clairvoyance. Sunday

next, at 6.30, Mrs. Cannock. Wednesday, 7th inst . , at 3,

ladies' meeting, Mrs. Marriott. Thursday, at 8, Mrs. Jamrach .

11th, Mrs. Noville. Lyceum every Sunday at 3.-A. G. D.

CAMBERWELL NEW -ROAD. -SURREY MASONIO HALL,

Splendid time with Mr. Horace Leaf both morning and

evening. Sunday next, 11 a.m., Mrs. Thomson, address, “ Man's

Mission " ; 6.30 p.m., Mrs. Beaumont -Sigall, address and

clairvoyance.

CLAPHAM . - HOWARD-STREET, WANDSWORTH -ROAD, S.W.

Morning, circle conducted by the President (Mrs. Clempson );

evening, address and descriptions by Mrs. Podnore, followed

by annual meeting of members. Sunday next, 11.15 a.m.,

public circle ; 5 p.m. , annual tea ; 6.30, Mr. and Mrs. G. R.

Symons. Friday, at 8, inquirers' meeting. - F.C. E. D.
BRIGHTON SPIRITUAL MISSION.-1, UPPBR NORTH -STREBT

( close to Clock Tower ).- Morning, public circle, Mr. Everett

gave a helpful address; evening, clairvoyanco by Miss Fawcett.

Sunday next, 3 p.m., Lyceum ; at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m., Mrs. A.

Boddington , address and clairvoyance ; also Monday, 8 p.m.

Friday, 8 p.m., public meeting for inquirers. — R . G.

HOLLOWAY. - GROVEDALE -ROAD (NEAR HIGHGATE TUBE

STATION ), N. - Morning, Mrs. M. Brookman, and Miss E.

Boultier, vocalist : evening, Mrs. A. Boddington. Sunday

next, 11.15, Mr. E. Haviland ; 7 p.m., Mrs. Podmore, clairvoy

ance . 7th, Mrs. Maunder. 11th , Mr. and Mrs. Filby. All

come and bring inquirers,

FULHAM . - 12, LETTICE-STREET.-Mrs. Orlowski gave an

address and clairvoyant descriptions . - V . M. S.

EALING. – 95, UxBRIDGE-ROAD . — Very able address by Mrs

Brownjohn, who also gave clairvoyant descriptions ; all recog

nised.-E. H.

SOUTHAMPTON SPIRITUALIST CAURCH, CAVENDISH GROVE .

Morning and evening, addresses by Mr. Howard Mundy, of

Bournemouth, who also gave clairvoyant descriptions. - J. H.

READING. --SPIRITUAL Mission, 16, BLAGRAVE-STREET.

Mr. P. R. Street gave addresses on The Communion af

Saints " and " What Spiritualism Really Is ."

KINGSTON -ON - THAMES.-BISHOP'S HALL, THAMES -STREET.

Mrs. M. Davies gave an address, followed by a fow clairvoyant

descriptions.-M. W.

SOUTHEND. -CROWSTONE GYMNASIUM , NORTHVIRW DRIVE ,

WESTCLIFF.—Mrs. de Beaurepaire gave an address and descrip

tions.-W. P. C.

TOTTENHAM . - 684 , HIGH -ROAD . - Mrs. Maunder spoke on

What is the Use of It ? ” and subsequently gave several

clairvoyant descriptions. - D . H.

STONEHOUSE, PLYMOUTH. — UNITY HALL, EDGCUMBE-STREET

-Meeting conducted by Mr. Arnold, address by Mr. Webb

Influence," clairvoyance by Mr. Dennis, soloist.

SOUTHPORT.-HAWESHEAD HALL . - Mrs. Turner gave ad

dresses and clairvoyant descriptions. Mr. Beardsworth pre
sided.-E. T.

PAIGNTON . - MASONIC HALL, COURTLAND-ROAD. — “ Patience '

was the subject of an address by Miss Mills, F.T.S., who also

gave clairvoyant descriptions.
BOURNEMOUTH . · WILBERFORCE HALL, HOLDENHURST

ROAD . — Addresses, morning and evening, by Mr. J. G.Mac
Farlane, of Portsmouth . Clairvoyant descriptions by Mr. F.

T. Blake ,

MANOR PARK , E.—THIRD AVENUE, CHURCH -ROAD . - After

noon, Lyceum ; evening, address and clairvoyance by Madame
Beaumont-Sigall. 22nd, address and psychometry by Mrs.

Briggs. 24th, address and clairvoyance by Mrs. Maunder.

BRISTOL. - SPIRITUAL CHURCH, THOMAS -STREET, STOKES

CROFT. - Morning, service conducted by Mr. Watkins ;

evening, controlled address through Mr. W. E. Jones, of

Cardiff. - W . G.

PORTSMOUTH TEMPLE . - VICTORIA - ROAD, SOUTH . - Mrs. Alice

Jamrach spoke on The Root of all Evil " and "The Resurrec

tion of the Dead .” She gave many striking clairvoyant tests

after each address, and also on the 27th and 29th. On the

24th Mrs. Gutteridge gave descriptions in a public circle.

}

Ꮎ

-

CLAPHAM SOCIETY'S ANNUAL MEETING . – The annual meet

ing of the Clapham Spiritualists' Society was held on January

28th. The committee's report for 1916 showed an increase in

members from thirty -three to sixty -five. Notwithstanding the

remissioni of subscriptions of members on active servicewith

H.M. Forces, the balance carried forward, £6 18s. , was higher

than last year, and the Building, or Removal, Fund, started

six months ago, amounted to £10 4s. A more suitable hall was

greatly needed, but as yet none had been to let in the district,

and therefore it had not been possible to start a Lyceum ,

which , for structural reasons, was notpracticable in the pre

sent hall . Public services had been well supported, and a good

syllabus of speakers and demonstrators for the coming year

issued in a form convenient for distribution . The report

was received and thanks accorded to the officers and

committee. Mrs. Mary Clempson was again re -elected

president,
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MORE KNOCKING AT THE DOOR.

.

Under the heading " Ghost ' that Answers Queries, ” the

following appears in the “ Daily Chronicle ” of the 25th

ult. :

Some uncanny stories are being told and much speculation

has been aroused by a continued series ofmysterious knockings

at & house in Kidwelly, near Carmarthen. The knockings

have been heard nightly for the past three weeks between 8

and 11.30, and it is even said that by means of “ reply " knocks,

un & system arranged in some mysterious way, between the

occupant of the house and the ghostly visitant, a fragmentary

conversation has been kept up. By means of this code, simple

questions have been put and answered. In reply to one

question the " ghost." is said to have given correctly the number

of persons in a room .

66

TRANSITION OF MR. P. GERALD SCHOLEY.--All the friends

of those active workers for Spiritualism , Mr. and Mrs. Percy

Scholey, of Croydon, will feel deeply for them in the great

shock they have just sustained by the raceipt from Scotland of

the news of the sudden passing hence at the age of twenty - five

of their son, Mr. Percy Gerald Scholey. Less than two months

ago Mr. Scholey was transferred by the War Office to an

officers' training camp, and just before Christmas he was

removed to hospital suffering from neurasthenia, but the fatal

termination of.his illness was quite unexpected. He was a

young man not only of very great promise but . with consider

able performance to his credit, being possessed by the highest

ideals and a strong sense of duty. Only last October we

printed in our columns & thoughtful and well argued article

from his pen on " Christianity and Spiritualism ,” pleading for

a recognition of the underlying unity between thetwo phases
of faith .

“ ARLEY LANE " devotes his usual article “ Pulpit and Pew "

in the “Birmingham Illustrated Weekly Mercury ” of the 20th

ult. to "The Spiritualists ." He begins by alluding to the.

fact that Madame Brockway has been heavily fined and

recommended for deportation, nominally ' for telling fortunes, '

apparently for acting, or pretending to act, as a medium

between the spirit world and humanity. ” He points out that

“ mediums have been so acting, or pretending so to act, for a
generation at least,” and asks, What of themediums utilised

by Sir Oliver Lodge ? . . There may be true and false mediums,

but how is the antutored outsider to know which is which ? "

Arley Lane " proceeds to describe a Spiritualist meeting he

had attended and with which he was evidently. favourably

impressed. He next quotes the Report of the Council of the

London DialecticalSociety on its investigations, and concludes :

"As there were and are frauds in Christianity, so there were,

and probably are, frauds in Spiritualism . But, in my judgment,

the moral character and the mental grasp of the people of the

Spiritualist Church are at least equal to those of the average

member of the Christian churches popularly esteemed as

orthodox ."

“ WHERE IS HE ? " . Very pathetic is the little play

which follows Pinero's still delightful and amusing " The
Amazons," at the Royal Court Theatre. The scene is the

kitchen in a miner's cottage in Glamorganshire, the time late

autumn . The children have been put to bed . Their mother

sits staring with wide, unseeing eyes into the fire. In the next

room lies the dead body of her husband,who has been killed by

the collapse of part of the roof of the pit in which he was

working. Another man injured in the same accident has not

yet recovered consciousness. The one overwhelming trouble of

the bereaved woman is expressed in the pitiful question she

puts to all callers, Where is he now ? She was herself a

devout believer, but Gitto (her husband) was an agnostic and

never went to church. A kindly old neighbour, faced with the

question , opines that if Gitto has gone to the ill place, he will

be busy helping somebody there in bigger need than himself.

She does not doubt thatGitto is all right. Simon Morris, the

creed-bound deacon , is not so sure. He is, besidos, much

scandalised , because Marged (the widow ) refuses to have a

prayer meeting held in the cottage. Her husband had always

respected her beliefs : she will respect what she knows would be

his wishes. Happily the newly-appointed minister is of

broader mind than the deacon . To him the spirit of a man's

life is more than subscription to any form of words. News

arrives that the injured man has recovered consciousness and

has revealed the fact that Gitto lost his own life · in

warning him of clanger. That is enough for the minister.

Marged's doubts may be finally set at rest, for " greater love

hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his

friends. "
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I PRAR that even yet too many of us are putting an undue

amount of trust in chariots and horses. A serious determi

nation on the part of the nation to seek and deserve Divine

help would , we may hope, enable us to take a true perspective

of the war, and it would undoubtedly furnish valuable help to

our gallant sailors and soldiersat the front as well as lighten

tho hoavy burden of responsibility now carried by the various

authorities at home and abroad . - GENERAL SIR WILLIAM

ROBERTSON .

PROFESSOR WILLY REICHEL sends us a cutting from an

American newspaper giving an account of a message alleged

to have been received from the late Professor Munsterberg , of

Harvard University. In this message the American professor

of psychology represents that he is still living, and is now con

vinced of the possibility of communication between the two

worlds. But there is no satisfactory evidence of the reality of

the communication . The medium was Miss Caroline T. Pills

bary, editor of " Boston Ideas,” and formerly assistant editor

of the Boston Times.” Professor Munsterberg died on

December 16th last.

THE “REVIEW OF Reviews ."'-- The man of the hour-in

this countryat least is Mr. Lloyd George, ä fact of which the

" Review of Reviews” shows its appreciation by giving a leading

place in its January issue to extracts from a character sketch

of that statesman written in 1904 by the late Mr. W.T. Stead.

This is followed by an interesting study by Mr. Charles Dawbarn

of the character andcareer of the great French general, Marshal

Joffre. In an indignant protest against the Medical Faculty's

treatment of Mr. Barker,the bone-setter, the hope is expressed

that the letters signed by eminent doctors and the leading

articles which have recently appeared in "The Medical Press

mean vindication at last for Mr. Barker andhis manipulative

powers. The digests of leading articles in the reviews and of

the contents of magazines, the diaries on The Progress of the

World ” and The Progress of the War," the quotations of

foreign opinion on the war, and other features complete an

excellent number.

THE DIRECTION OF LIFE. --Althoughthere are guides in plenty

for most journeys that we are likely to undertake, there are few ,

comparatively speaking, forthe most important journey of all

--that of life itself. In "The Practical Affairs of Life"

(“ Financial News, " 2s.6d. net) Mr. Ellis T. Powell , LL.B.,D.Sc.,

offers his servicesin this respect. Sane common-sense is the

keynote of the book, which is appropriately described by its
author as

an atterly unconventional guide to spiritual ' poise ?

and to intellectual and physical efficiency .” It possesses the

additional interest of coming from a man who has made for

himselfa position in the world of affairs, and has touched life at

many divergent points. If you want advice on marriage, invest

ments, business correspondence or health,if you wish to know

how to deal with " bores ," or blackmailers, or are in doubt as

to your last will and testament or your religious faith, you will

find good counsel in this invaluable little book. Particularly

interesting are thechapters on “ Religion and Spiritual Poise "

and “Death and Eternity," as showing how a modera business

man, while fully alive to his spiritual development, and witha

thorough appreciation of the unseen world and its invisible

intelligences, still maintains a firm grasp on the practical side
of life.

Aninteresting feature of the book is the author's un

conscious revelation of himself. In his effort to be of service

to othershe all unwittingly allows us to glimpso an attractive
personality, and to become aware of the idiosyncrasies of an

able and original mind. There are, we venture to think, but

few travellers along life's highway who would not benefit from

an acquaintance with such a guide. - A. B.
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A COURSE OF

Practical Psychic Instruction.
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à

Personal Magnetism , Self -control, and the Development of Character.

The Art of Mind Reading in Twenty Lessons.

Hypnotism , Mesmerism , Clairvoyance, Suggestive Therapeutics, and

theSleep Cure. Giving Best Methods of Hypnotisingby Masters of
the Science.

Magnetic Healing , The Philosophy of Magnetic Healing , Special

Instructions to theStudent, Rules for Development ofMagnetic Power,

The Application of Magnetic Healing.

Formerly issued at ONE GUINEA, this complete course of full praodi.

cal Instructions is now issued in a cheaperform . Well-boundincloth ,

250 pages, with 48 illustrations, showing clearly the methods used .

Price 5/4 nett, post free. Foreign postage 4d. extra.

OFFICE OF LIGHT, 110 , ST. MARTIN'S LANE, W.O,
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BOOKS OF COMFORT AND HELP.

OF

CHEAPER EDITION.

Life and Experiences

EDMUND DAWSON ROGERS.

SPIRITUALIST & JOURNALIST.

Late Editor of ' Light ' and President of the

London Spiritualist Alliance,

SOME OF THE CONTENTS.- Preface, by John Page Hopps; Birth

and Education ; A Young Chemist's Pursuits ; Newspaper Reporting

Sixty Years Ago ; Mesmerism and Spiritualism ; Miss A.'s Promo

nitions ; Clairvoyance ; Visions of the Spiritual Plane ; Crystal Vision ;

The Aura ; Obsessions ; Seances with D. D.Home and Mrs. Marshall;

Mrs. Everitt's Mediumship ; The Spiritualist Movement in London;

LIGHT' and the London Spiritualist Alliance ; Origin of the Psychical

Research Society ; Direct Writing ; Two Striking Cases of Spirit

Identity ; Phenomena throughMr. Églinton ; Funeral Addresses by

Rev. J. Page Hopps and E. W. Wallis ; Death, a Natural Incident;

The Old Chief (an Appreciation by D. Gow ); Personal Testimonies.

Cloth, 73 Pages. Two Portraits.

SIXPENCE post free, or 3s. 6d. per dozen, post free.

OFFICE OF LIGHT, 110, ST. MARTIN'S LANE, W.C.

Across the Barrier. A Record of True Experiences. By

H. A. Dallas. With additional chapter by H. B.

Marriott Watson . Cloth, 212 pages, 3s. 11d. post free.

Letters from a Living Dead Man. By Elsa Barker,

Cloth, 309 pages, 3s . 11d . post free.

Speaking Across the Borderline, Being Letters from

a Husband in Spirit Life to his Wife on Earth. By

F. Heslop. Third Edition. 181 pages, Is. 8d . post free.
After Death . New and Enlarged Edition of Letters

from Julia " given by Automatic Writing through

W.T. Stead . Cloth, 164 pages, 2s. 11d . dost free.

Our Life After Death į or the Teaching of the Bible
Concerning the Unseen World . By Rev. Arthur

Chambers. Cloth , 273 pages, 3s. 11d. post free.

Man and the Spiritual World as Disclosed by the

Bible. By Rev. Arthur Chambers. Cloth , 293 pages,

3s . 11d. postfree.

Through the Mists į or Leaves from the Auto

biography of a Soul in Paradise. Recorded by R. J.

Lees. Cloth , 385 pages, 3s. 11d . post free.

Spiritualism a Philosophy of Life." By W. H. Evans.

Cloth , 76 pages, 1s. 2d. post free.. .

Glimpses of the Next State. The Education of an

Agnostic By Vice - Admiral W. Usborne Moore.

Cloth, 642 pages, 7s, 10d . post free .

The Voices. ARecord of Séances with Mrs. Wriedt.

By Vice -Admiral W. Usborne Moore. Cloth, 439

pages, 5s. 5d . post free.

Spirit Teachings . Automatic Writings through “ M.A.

(Oxon ) " (W. Stainton Moses, M.A.). Čloth, 324

pages, 3s. 11d . post free .

The Little Pilgrim in the Unseen , By Mrs. Oliphant.

Cloth , ls. 3d . post free.

Man's Survival After Death , or the Other Side of

Life in the Light of Human Experience and Modern

Research . By the Rev. Chas. L. Tweedale, F.R.A.S. ,

Vicar of Weston. Cloth, 277 pages , 6s. post free.

Thought Lectures. By Father Stephano. Given

through Vita and Mandola. A book for the Sorrow

ful. Fifth enlarged edition , 121 pages. 1s. 2d . post

free .

OFFICE OF LIGHT, 110, ST. MARTIN'S LANE, W.C.
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SPIRITUALISM '

A PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE.

By W. H. EVANS.

Chapters on : The Ever-Present God, Good and Evil, The

'Mo' and the 'NotMe,' Mediumship, The Spirit World,

What is Man , SoulMeasuring, The Gateway to LifeEternal,

The Spiritual Aspects of Determinism , Some Objections

Answered, The Religion of Spiritualism .

CLOTH, 78 PAGES , 18. 2d. NET POST FREE .

6 copies 5/6 post free, 13 copies post free for 9/8.

It should prove invaluable to all Lyceums for ase of officers and

Liberty Groups' study particularly. - R . A. OWEN (of Liverpool

Society ).

Mr. Evans gives as of his best in this brightly written volume. He
coversawide field and deals with many topics. An able chapter deals

with ' The Spirit World .' The final chapter will certainly find great
favour among thoughtful Spiritualists. - Two Worlds.'
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Light 'Objections to Spiritualism

( ANSWERED )

ВУ H. A. DALLA S.

New Second Edition Enlarged and Revised .

Is now recognised as the most important and leading representative

newspaper devoted to Spiritualism and Psychical Research. It has a

very large and world -wide circulation among the most cultured,
thoughtful, and intelligent people of all classes.

* Light '
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